
Sequester!Sequester!Sequester!Sequester! 

Stanley the Soil Sample! 

Carbon dateCarbon dateCarbon dateCarbon date 

When Stanely met Carbonita, he knew he 

wanted to take her on a...   

A South East Burnett Landcare Group 

Caring for Our Country project 

Premium Practice in  

Burnett Land Management 

The South East Burnett Landcare Group proudly presents... 

The final adventure of...The final adventure of...The final adventure of...The final adventure of... 

She was perfect! Now he could settle down and 

His dream had come true! 
You can make your carbon 
dreams come true too! 

Wednesday 27th October 2010 
8.30am start until 3.30pm 

Murgon PCYC (Dining Room), Macalister Street, Murgon,  
Cost—$15/person, $10 for seniors, pensioners, students and Landcare members 

$20/family or couple (2 or more from one property) 
 

Featuring Guest Speaker  
Alan Lauder—author of “Carbon Grazing”  

and several more respected leaders in the field of carbon to answer your questions on the day 
 

RSVP to Penny Kennedy on 4168 6179 or 0419 442 325 
Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea provided 

Helpful books and DVDs on sale 

What you need to know about  

Carbon...Now! 

The South East Burnett Landcare group invites you to a seminar on 

The importance of building soil carbon for our industry’s future  



A South East Burnett Landcare Group 

Caring for Our Country project 

Premium Practice in  

Burnett Land Management 

South East Burnett Landcare 

What you need to know  

about Carbon... Now 
Seminar Key Topics 

What soil carbon does for you 

Building the carbon in your soil 

Can we measure soil carbon? and  

 What do we need to know about soil carbon NOW, for the coming market? 

Seminar program 

8.30am 
Registration and cuppa  

 
9.00am  

Guest Speaker—Alan Lauder (author of “Carbon Grazin g”) 
    Alan has dedicated his most recent years to uncovering the unknowns of the carbon cycle 

    within agricultural and specifically, the grazing industry. He occupies a unique position in the 
    carbon debate, after 30 years of operating a successful rural operation and ongoing interaction 

    with the scientific community. This practical experience has proved invaluable when united 
    with the understanding of the country's leading scientists. His point of difference as seen by 

    those in the scientific community, is focusing more on carbon flows, while the current debate is 
    preoccupied with carbon stocks. With carbon, once you understand the flows, you see the  

dynamics of the whole landscape and how it functions. 

 
10.30 am 
Smoko 

 
11.00am 

On-ground demonstration of carbon building products  and methods 
 

12.30—Lunch  
 

1.30pm—3.00 
Question and Answer session 

(Don’t forget to bring your list of carbon question s with you!) 
 

Where to from here! 
 

3.00pm—Afternoon tea  


